Child Educational Content on Digital Folklore "Pak Lebai Malang": A Qualitative Content Analysis
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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this study was to explore child educational content digital folklore on YouTube, and it is used to teach young children about science, language, and values. The unit analysis on this research was the video of Pak Lebai Malang from West Sumatera, Indonesia.

Design/methods/approach – The qualitative content analysis method was used in this study. The content analyzed was digital folklore based on the Minangkabau story Pak Lebai Malang. The process began with downloading the video, creating a transcript, taking notes on the text, language, and context, re-watching the video, comparing and contrasting it to the memo, and eliciting evidence from the video.

Findings – The data revealed the following ways in which digital folklore on YouTube teaches science, language, and values: 1) digital technology illustrates science concepts with simple-to-understand videos; 2) by repeating the words and visualizing each spoken word, YouTube videos teach children new vocabulary. 3) the characters’ expressions and intonation in the video teach children about social values.

Research implications/limitations – This research could serve as a springboard for future research on the use of digital folklores in early childhood classrooms. It is advised that additional research be conducted to improve the interest, effectiveness, and applicability of digital folklore in the early childhood learning process and design more effective programs for teaching science, language, and value to young people children. The study's drawback is that it analyzes only one video. If it is compared to other videos, it may provide a complete view.

Practical implications – This study informs educators on the potential for using digital folklore to teach science, language, and values. It entails the implementation of more creative strategies in early childhood education. Additionally, the study inspires innovative content creators on YouTube to make their videos more relevant to young children's learning. Additionally, parents may discover that something as simple as a YouTube video could be an incredible resource for their child's development.

Originality/value – The study explains child educational content based on local wisdom. The digital form of Pak Lebai Malang folklore can facilitate accessibility and acceptability.
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1. Introduction

A rapidly developing technology has impacted all spheres of life, including culture (Murphie & Potts, 2017; Weber, 2005), society (Wajcman, 2008), economy (Kha & Aftab, 2015), education (Raja & Nagasubramani, 2018), work-life (Hunter, 2005), family-life (Robert Hughes & D. Hans, 2001) and others. Any technological advancements in education, mainly information and communication technologies (ICTs), have aided the instructional process (Hwang & Fu, 2020; Hwang & Wu, 2012). Most ICTs used in teaching and learning processes are internet-based ICTs and interactive media (Jo Shan Fu & Fu, 2013), particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic’s emergency learning period (Rahiem, 2020, 2021a).

Additionally, the internet is used to obtain information and entertainment (Hilt, M. L., & Lipschultz, 2004; Kim, Chen, & Gil de Zúñiga, 2013; Whitty & McLaughlin, 2007). The number of internet users who are active social media users is enormous, and the majority access social media via mobile devices. According to data on the Internet and social media usage trends in 2020, there are 4.72 billion internet users worldwide, out of a total population of 7,750 billion; 332 million new internet users were added last year. 92.8% of internet users access the Internet via mobile devices (Datareportal, 2021). In January 2021, Indonesia’s social media users accounted for 61.8 percent of the total population (From 274.9 million Indonesian citizens, social media active users are 170 million). YouTube was the most widely used social media platform during the pandemic in Indonesia, with 88 percent (Kemp, 2019).

Children and teenagers use the Internet just as much as adults do; in fact, they are more familiar with it than they are with reading books (Connell, Lauricella, & Wartella, 2015; Livingstone, 2009); and preschoolers too (Brody, 2015; Rahiem, 2020a). Therefore, teachers and parents must teach children about the benefits of technology and establish a time restriction on-screen usage to prevent them from developing an addiction to any gadget (Przybylski & Weinstein, 2019). There is a dearth of research on the use of digital media in early childhood education; yet, there is also research on teaching science, language, and values; this study combined these two areas of study by focusing on one specific platform, YouTube video.

This research explored the use of the Internet in early childhood, specifically, YouTube as a learning medium for young children to learn science, language, and values. This subject was researched after researchers identified the benefits and potential of using the Internet for education, as well as the dangers linked with children’s inappropriate internet use. YouTube was studied since it is one of the most frequently utilized social media platforms for children (Salehudin, 2020). YouTube is extremely popular with children who use it to view movies and listen to music. According to a survey conducted by Neurosensum, 87 percent of Indonesian youngsters under 13 had been exposed to social media. According to Teguh Suyudi, YouTube appears to be the most popular social media platform (78%) among young children (Teguh Suyudi, 2021).

Apart from videos uploaded by users from various countries and languages, numerous YouTube accounts also share Indonesian cultural content: digital folklore. Digital folklore is a digital adaptation of a folk story. The digital presentation of folklore in the form of a movie that combines visual (image) and audio (sound) elements would pique children’s interest in local history (Windari, Ikhwal, Wahyuni, Putra, & Rosramadhana, 2019). With an appropriate mix of graphics and music, this folk tale becomes more visually appealing.

Folklore is a valuable medium/form of learning. Indonesia is endowed with abundant folklore. Every ethnic group in Indonesia has its folklore. Since ancient times, folklore has been passed down orally to generation after generation. While the traditional method of preserving folklore is not very successful, uploading folklore to YouTube can preserve the story for future generations. Digital fairytales amplify storytelling’s entertaining, captivating, communicative, and theatrical qualities (Rahiem, 2020a). Digital folklore enables instructors and students to access folklore easily and make it widely known throughout Indonesia and the world.

Digital folklore would be beneficial for entertainment and a medium for education, both at home and school. Digital folklore helps children to learn by assisting them to structure and
express their thoughts and information in a unique and meaningful way (Robin, 2008). It is beneficial for children to get acquainted with the Internet, for their cognitive (Delen & Bulut, 2011; G. Johnson, 2006), language (Lekawael, 2017), emotional (Bremer, 2005), and personal development (G. M. Johnson, 2011). Similarly, digital folklore is an excellent medium for teaching science, language, and values; it can also teach young children to complex life skills such as surviving natural disasters (Rahiem, 2020b; Rahiem et al., 2020; Rahiem & Widiastuti, 2020). As they acknowledged these many notions, these encourage researchers to explore how YouTube’s digital folklore may be utilized to teach children about science, language, and values.

“Pak Lebai Malang” is an excellent example of digital folklore. The story is set in West Sumatra, Indonesia, and portrays a man who lacks determination and commitment. Pak Lebai was invited to a party by two of his friends concurrently. The two friends reside on opposite sides of the river, one downstream and the other upstream. Pak Lebai was concerned about which party to attend because he could not decide and wanted to attend both. Finally, Pak Lebai floated his boat up and down the river, making no stops downstream or upstream until the parties ended. Pak Lebai eventually did not attend both parties. This narrative teaches some critical lessons, like deciding and sticking to a commitment to young children. This story has been transformed into a digital story with captivating pictures and is also available on YouTube, making it more accessible to young audiences.

These numerous considerations prompted researchers to investigate how YouTube’s digital folklore may be used to educate children about science, language, and morals. Early childhood education places a premium on six areas: religious and moral values, cognitive, social-emotional, physical motor, language, and art (Direktorat Pembinaan PAUD, 2018; Menteri Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2014). The researchers concentrated on science, language, and value in this study since these topics are frequently addressed in Indonesia’s public debates and academic forums.

2. Methods

The qualitative content analysis method was used in this study. The term “content analysis” refers to the process of studying the contents, messages, visuals, and sounds contained in text, language, and symbols as a complementing unit that explains each other (K. Krippendorff, 2010). This qualitative research was chosen because it could delve deeply into a hitherto unexplored issue. The mass media, which includes magazines, comic books, and television programs, is a significant source of data for content analysis (Rahiem & Rahim, 2021); At the moment, with the advancement of the Internet, social media and websites may also be used for content analysis (Wirga, 2016).

The researchers analyzed the texts, vocabularies, and symbols in the YouTube video Pak Lebai Malang to see how digital folklore could have been utilized to teach early childhood science, language, and values. At the URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j73LKmN3Y0g&t=30s, Pak Lebai Malang is a folklore from Sumatera Barat. The researcher chose the story of Pak Lebai Malang because it is one of the most well-known folk tales in Indonesia that has been adapted into visual media (Dian, 2021). Pak Lebai Malang’s story is straightforward for young children to understand and contains numerous moral themes, science, humor, and cultural references. There are numerous video versions of this story available on YouTube. However, the researchers chose the video created and uploaded by channel Dongeng Kita because it has a high-quality image, engaging animations that fit the story’s content, a clear voice, entertaining music, and colors that appeal to early childhood. The video has since received 169,226 views and 1.5k likes. Dongeng Kita, on the other hand, has 1.89 subscribers. The video is 12,307 KB in size and runs for 6 minutes and 13 seconds. It begins with an introduction to the story’s regional setting and culture.
Researchers used the following procedures: To begin, researchers downloaded the video using the following URL: https://en.savefrom.net/1-youtube-video-downloader-5. Second, researchers created a video transcript; used the slowdown, pause, and rewind buttons to expedite the process. Thirdly, each researcher read and made notes on the story’s text, language, and context. The notes (memo) served as data for analysis to address the research problem formulation. Fourthly, researchers carefully re-watched the YouTube video to collect any data analysis and matched them with notes. Fifth, researchers analyzed the research data by concluding the conclusion’s theme based on the researchers’ interpretation notes. Finally, researchers captured scenes from the video to serve as evidence for each research finding.

To ensure the study’s validity, each researcher analyzed data independently. Then, a Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was held with the majority of researchers in attendance to discuss the analysis and reach a consensus on a conclusion by analyzing the outcomes of each researcher’s study. Its purpose is to compare, identify similarities and differences in the analysis results, and ensure that the findings are systematically reached and substantiated. To ensure reliability, the researchers detailed the research procedure. So that other researchers can replicate the process in future studies of a similar nature.

3. Result
As per the data, Pak Lebai Malang digital folklore has taught young children about science, language, and values in the following ways: 1) Pak Lebai Malang digital folklore visually explains the scientific concept of sinking and floating; 2) It teaches new vocabularies by repeating words and visualizing each new word; and 3) Through the expressions and intonation described, young children, can learn about good and bad values that apply to society.

3.1. Easy-to-understand visualizations are used to teach science concepts
This study indicated that the YouTube video Pak Lebai Malang taught science concepts via simple visualizations. This conclusion is drawn from a series of video scenes in which the
scientific concepts of sinking, floating, and the nature of water are demonstrated. Several scenes in the video depict the drowning concept. At 1:00 and 5:04 minutes, a fishing hook sinks into the water because its density is more significant than water. Then, at 5:21 minutes, Pak Lebai descends into the water and retrieves the hooked fish. Pak Lebai, whose density is more significant than water, sinks into the water (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Sinking Process Visualization](image)

(a) Pak Lebai jumps from the boat; (b) Pak Lebai dives into the water; (c) Pak Lebai descends into the water and retrieves the hooked fish.

Another scientific concept that is explained is the concept of floating. At 0:59, 1:10, 1:43, and 2:15 minutes of the Pak Lebai Malang video, the canoe is seen floating on the water, even though Pak Lebai and others are cruising it. The canoe's shape creates an air cavity, increasing its volume and denser than water.

![Figure 3. Floating Visualization](image)

Additionally, the YouTube video illustrates the scientific concept of water flowing from a high to a low level, upstream to downstream. While upstream and downstream are visible, the canoe travels in the same direction as the water current (Figure 4). However, if the canoe travels upstream, it travels against the current of the water (Figure 5).

![Figure 4. Water Flowing from a High to a Low Level (the Canoe Follows the Direction of the Water Current)](image)
3.2. Repeated and visualized new vocabularies
The video contains several instances of new words that children rarely use daily. Included in this is the new vocabulary accompanied by visual aids that depict different scenes and help clarify the definitions. For instance, at 0:45, 2:15, 2:46, 3:00, 3:16, and 5:40 minutes, the word ‘canoe’ is repeated and visualized. At 1:36, 2:19, 2:40, 2:47, 3:18, 3:38, 3:52, 3:58, and 4:42 minutes, the repetition and visualization of ‘upstream’ are demonstrated. While at 1:08, 1:35, 2:26; 2:52; 3:01, 3:20, 3:39', 4:21, 4:42 minutes, ‘downstream’ is shown. (See images for a visual representation of the canoe upstream and downstream at Figure 6).

3.3. The expressions and intonation of the voice convey both positive and negative values applicable to society
Video is a synthesis of images, sounds, narratives, music, and motion. As a result, when a video explains something abstract, the scenes can be visualized and recorded. The values that are applied in society are highly abstract. Several values are introduced in Pak Lebai Malang video, including the importance of not expecting other people’s gifts and the importance of considering any decision carefully.

Pak Lebai anticipated food for the following day at 2:00 p.m. and thus went fishing only that day. This is indicated by the loud voice of Pak Lebai’s heart, which stated that it is sufficient to catch only one fish. Additionally, it is demonstrated by a canoe proceeding to the lakeshore and Pak Lebai having completed his fishing that day.

Several scenes at 2:42, 2:57, 3:12, 3:30, and 5:20 demonstrate the importance of carefully considering any decision.
4. Discussion

The researchers’ analysis of the YouTube video "Pak Lebai Malang" revealed that appealing image visualization, combined with sound and other digital elements to support the story, allows children to learn science in a fun and easy-to-understand manner. Children between 0 and 8 years old continue to think concretely (Lindon, J., & Brodie, 2016; Rakhmawati, Hasibuan, & Lutfiyah, 2019). Videos may aid in their comprehension of abstract concepts by bringing them to life through story visualization. According to Piaget, early childhood is in the concrete pre-operational stage (Stage, Ghazi, Ullah, & Bannu, 2016); children perceive everything through their senses rather than rational analysis. As a result, learning in early childhood education must take place through visual media rather than through verbal or abstract explanations (Beaty, 2013; William Crain, 2007).

The importance of learning science for children is fostering children’s confidence in their environment, providing some essential experiences directly to children, developing the basic concepts of natural knowledge, improving the observing skills, allowing them to use materials commonly used in science learning, so that children begin to learn science early on, learning problem-solving skills, stimulating their curiosity and having the opportunity to explore, developing sensory, physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and social abilities and developing speaking skills through adding vocabulary when children do activities by asking and answering any questions (Risnawati, 2020). Through this digital folklore, children can learn to strengthen the science concepts learned, such as in the story Pak Lebai Malang, children can learn about the concept of sinking, floating, and the nature of flowing water from high to low.

Additionally, the results demonstrated that digital folklore "Pak Lebai Malang" taught young children new vocabulary by repetition and seeing it through moving animated graphics. It is consistent with Altalhab’s research finding that a technique centered on word repetition can help students acquire new vocabulary; word repetition is crucial for vocabulary acquisition (Altalhab, 2018). The use of Pak Lebai Malang YouTube videos has also aided in visualizing new language through moving imagery. Picture media can assist youngsters in developing their vocabulary mastery (Maritha & Santiago Dakhi, 2017; Sari & Suryana, 2019), including their vocabulary (Walter-Laager et al., 2017).

The child’s speaking development is not obtained on its own, but through imitation of the stimuli provided by the child’s closest environment, the parents’ obligation, and other close adults. They provide the stimulation to develop the children’s speaking skills, read stories, or help children listen to stories (Setyawan, 2016). Therefore, digital folklore is one of the exciting media to develop children’s language skills. Moreover, it is equipped with visual media to make it easier for children to understand every new vocabulary they get.

Digital folklore depicts how a person’s expression behaves concerning good or wrong societal values. Pak Lebai Malang story is from Sumatera Barat, so the values used are Sumatera Barat’s values. Children will understand abstract values that apply in society better if they can visualize the expressions and intonations of how a character acts and reacts. Children between the ages of 5 and 6 years old begin to distinguish between good and evil (Kohlberg, 2008; Krettenauer, Campbell, & Hertz, 2013) or are in the conventional stage (Selman, 1971). Value
education should start at a young age (Yu-Jin Cho, 2021). Value education is typically delivered through the lecture method. The lecture method of instruction in the classroom is uninteresting and quickly bores children. It differs from using digital folklore in that it teaches values without the children realizing it. Children gain knowledge by watching videos (Anik Lestariningrum, 2014; Siron, Mula, Mama, & Utari, 2020; Widhiyanti & Gunanto, 2021).

5. Conclusion

This study also found that repetition and visualization of new vocabulary in digital folklore increase children’s vocabulary, provide opportunities for language learning, and allow for the observation of language use in various contexts. Furthermore, the researchers concluded that the general public could access the good and bad values in society if packaged in videos uploaded to YouTube (including children). It ensures cultural and social values for a more extended time and a broader audience. YouTube digital folklore created by Indie creators may not be comparable to films produced by major studios. Children are already well-versed in Disney and Hollywood stories. Nonetheless, folklore elevates local culture is an excellent source of learning material and media for children’s development. Researchers propose that folklore digital packaging be improved to make it more appealing to children to watch it. Teachers can use these stories in the classroom to teach early childhood science, language, and values.

This study has limitations because only one video was observed. It will be good to compare and contrast with other videos, particularly folklore from various cultural groups. The researchers recommend that additional research create more robust, visually appealing, and engaging videos that create such materials.
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